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To whom it may concern

I would am writing to state my objection to Sunnica's proposed Solar Farm development. I fully
support the representations made by say no to Sunnica.

It is hard to put down in words how much I oppose this development all around the area I live in. It
feels like it would swamp me, into living and breathing in a huge industrial area.

I can't stand the thought of being enclosed with the sheer number of panels with fencing it comes
with. I am also fearful of the safety of the proposed large batteries. I just don't think these
developments should be near anywhere where people live. I'm going to feel trapped when I can
no longer enjoying walking around my area and will worry about our safety if there are fires or
explosions.
The countryside is productive farming land and I can't understand why we should lose that type of
land when alternative land should be used. Why can't it go on old industrial sites or along major
roads like the one on the A11 near Wilbraham and Mildenhall, where although visible doesn't
affect the lives and welfare of the people.

We have been stuck at home for nearly three years now, as my husband 

. I have  also.
Walking is the only activity we can safely do as we can't go out in public to gyms or pools etc.
Where are we supposed to walk now. I don't want to have to use my car for exercise or mental
well being, when at the moment we don't have to it's already on our doorstep.

We have already had 10 houses being built now, behind our house which were open fields. We
just can't cope with everything else around us being taken away too, it really is unbearable to
even think about.

Wind turbines would be far more acceptable if not near houses, surely they could go somewhere
in the land to help with renewable energy.

I'm also sad that the panels are being made by people in poor conditions abroad and also how it
will be managed when it needs to be decommissioned. I feel we will lose this land forever and
that will be soul destroying to everyone who lives here.

I trust in you to make the right decision for local people.




